The traditional principle of solving the problem of combining the gravitational and electromagnetic fields is associated with the movement of the transformation of parameters from the electromagnetic to the gravitational field on the basis of Maxwell and Lorentz equations. The proposed non-traditional principle is associated with the movement of the transformation of parameters from the gravitational to the electromagnetic field, which simplifies the process. Nave principle solving this task by using special physical quantities found by M. Planck in 1900: -Planck's length, time and mass), the uniqueness of which is that they are obtained on the basis of 3 fundamental physical constants: the velocity c of light in vacuum, the Planck's constant h and the gravitational constant G, which reduces them to the fundamentals of the Universe. Strict physical regularities were obtained for the based on intercommunication of 3-th fundamental physical constants c, h and G, that allow to single out wave characteristic ν G from G which is identified with the frequency of gravitational field. On this base other wave and substance parameters were strictly defined and their numerical values obtained. It was proved that gravitational field with the given wave parameters can be unified only with electromagnetic field having the same wave parameters that's why it is possible only on Plank's level of world creation. The solution of given problems is substantiated by well-known physical laws and conformities and not contradiction to modern knowledge about of material world and the Universe on the whole. It is actual for development of physics and other branches of science and technique.
INTRODUCTION-CONNECTION OF THE PROBLEM WITH MAIN SCIENTIFIC DIRECTIONS
The work belongs to the sphere of quantum physics, physics of waves and physical fields, in particular -to the gravitational and electromagnetic fields, and the possibilities of their uniting, as well as to the Universe as a whole and its foundations. Many leading scientific schools and scientists of the world are engaged in the search for ways of solving these problems, since they are connected with the global problems of natural science, which have great theoretical and applied significance for the knowledge of the foundations of the material world and the Universe. They are relevant for the development of physics, other natural and technical sciences, in the conditions of a constant need to deepen knowledge about the material world and the Universe as a whole, physical fields and substances that make up them.
PROBLEM STATE ANALYSIS AND TASK STATEMENT
Until now, physical parameters of the gravitational field have been understudied, since its only really determinable characteristics is the force F G of the gravitational interaction of physical bodies (1) , which follows from Newton's law of gravitation [1, 2] :
where m 1 , m 2 -masses (kg) of two point objects situated at the r (m) -distant between them;
G -gravitational constant [3] : 3 11 2 6.67408(30) 10 .
All other characteristics of the gravitational field are Nat strictly defined but by analogy with the parameters of electromagnetic field in terms of empiric analogy of the law of Universal gravitation (1) and the Cullen law (3) for the electrostatic interaction of two point bodies [1, 2] :
( )
where ε 0 -electric constant: In this case, the empirical analogy with other laws also implies the wave structure of the gravitational field, but it does not give grounds for a rigorous determination of its wave and other real-field characteristics that actually follow from the structure of the given field, and also for the determination of the strict numerical values of these characteristics.
The solution of the problem of uniting gravitational and electromagnetic fields on the basis of superstring theory has a generalized character and also does not contain specific wave parameters.
The main way to solve the problem of uniting gravitational and electromagnetic fields was developed by A. Einstein [4] and other scientists based on traditional principles. Further, it developed within the framework of the general structural scheme of uniting forces and interactions shown in Fig. 1 .
Transformation of the parameters of the electromagnetic field and the transition to a deeper level of the material world is associated with the movement of the transformation of parameters from the electromagnetic to the gravitational field on the basis of Maxwell and Lorentz equations.
The traditional way of solving this problem is connected with the transformation of the parameters of the material world in the direction of the movement from the electromagnetic field to the gravitational one on the basis of the Maxwell and Lorentz equations, which significantly complicates the process and does not give exact information about the final wave parameters. The general principle of deepening the levels of the material world was used. At first, for electroweak uniting, the atomic level was used with the dimensions of material objects and wave parameters ≈ 10 -9 m (Nobel Prize in Physics, 1981). For the Big unification, the level of the atomic nucleus was used with the dimensions of material objects and wave parameters ≈ 10 -15 m. The next level is the transition to elementary particles, among the large number and variety of which quarks are the least recognized. Therefore, uniting the electromagnetic and gravitational fields is assumed at the level of quarks. Since their parameters have not been strictly determined so far, therefore, uniting conditions were assigned to a quantum level with an approximate size and wave parameters of [1, 2] , obtained on the basis of strict physical regularities consisting of 3 initial fundamental physical constants: the velocity of light in vacuum c, the gravitational constant G and the circular Planck's constant ћ, which ensures their specific parameters. This is explained by the fact that before 2000 Planck's values were considered abstract [5, 6] .
In the developed theory of gravitational waves, marked by the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2017 [7] , there are also no specific wave parameters of the gravitational field and strict conditions for its uniting with the electromagnetic field. However, they were found in as early as 2014 in [8, 9] , while using a non-traditional approach associated with the movement of the transformation of the parameters of the material world from the gravitational field to the electromagnetic field.
The deepening of the principles of the non-traditional approach to uniting the electromagnetic and gravitational fields is the main goal of the work performed. The scientific novelty of the work being done is: 1) substantiation of a new strict theoretical base for defining wave and substance parameters of gravitational field;
2) finding on this basis the calculated dependencies for determining the wave and real parameters of the gravitational field and finding their numerical values;
3) a strict unification based on the found wave and real parameters of the gravitational and electromagnetic fields. 4) proof of the reliability of the scientific provisions and the results obtained.
THE STARTING POINTS FOR ACHIEVING THE GOALS SET
Six scientific discoveries make the basis for solving the problem of union gravitational and electromagnetic fields.
In the framework of traditional knowledge about the material world [1, 2] , ( ) 2  3  34  11  2  35  3  3  9 1.0545718 10 6.67408 10 1.61623 10 , 3  34  11  2  44  5  5  9 1.0545718 10 6.67408 10 5.39116 10 , The first scientific discovery used in this paper is the substantiation in [5, 6] Since within the observable Universe of the age of T U = 10...12 billion years [10] , the number of quanta of space in the first such layer can be ≈ 10 122 [5, 6] , the Planck's mass distribution 0.299792458 10 2.17650 10 1.34664 10 . 1.61621 10 6.67408 10
The relationship between M U and R U is not a strict physical and mathematical dependence, but it is confirmed by the observed age and size-mass characteristics of the Universe within the framework of the really valid law of Universal gravity [1, 5 -9] . On the basis of the obtained proof of the reality of Planck's values, the possibility of their application in scientific studies was substantiated [5, 6] .
Since the signs of a scientific discovery are the establishment of the laws, phenomena and effects of nature previously unknown in the material world, that lead to fundamental changes in the level of scientific knowledge [11] , the found connection between Planck's parameters and the spherical layer of the Universe meets these criteria and can be recognized as a scientific discovery.
The second scientific discovery used in this paper is the justification of the parameters of the minimum quantum of the Universe l p , t p , m p .
In [12] it was shown that the values ,
m found by M. Planck can be attributed to the internal parameters of the minimum quantum of space in the Universe -its gravitational radius, which does not provide the possibility of their quantization with other parameters of the material world. Therefore, new Planck's parameters (11) ... (13) were found in research worker [12] , the particularity of which is the determination of them on the basis of Planck's constant (14) and their real connection with the minimal quantum of space of the Universe is substantiated:
Planck's length l p : ( ) 2  3  34  11  2  35  3  3  9 6.62607004 10 6.67408 10 4.05128 10 ,
Planck's time t p :
( ) 
Planck's mass m p :
Herewith, the dependences (9) 
STRICTLY DEFINITION OF WAVE PARAMETERS THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD
The third scientific discovery used in this paper is the possibility of obtaining the fundamental physical constants c, G, h within their dimensionality on the basis of the Planck's parameters l p , t p , m p [13] . For example, the gravitational constant G can be expressed by the dependence (15) 
The fourth scientific discovery used in this work is the justification of the real value of the oscillation wave of the gravitational field.
On the basis of rigorous physicals dependences (15) and (12) a new rigorous dependence (16) was obtained in [14] for determining the gravitational constant value: 5  2  44  9  2 2  3  11  2  2  34 13.5136 10 ( ) 0.299792458 10 6.67405 10 . 6.626070040 10
The peculiarity of the dependence (16) is the transition to 2 constants: Planck's constant h (14) and the velocity of light in vacuum c (8), using Planck's time t p , which can be replaced by a strict wave characteristics -Planck's frequency ν p , as an inverse value of time t p . This reduces the dependence (16) to the strict dependence (17), in which the frequency ν p , being the part of the gravitational constant G, is its wave characteristics. Thus, on a strict physical basis, its relation to the oscillation frequency of the waves of the gravitational field ν G = ν p is confirmed, since constant G is a component of the gravitational forces F G included into the law of gravitation (1): 
Strictly definition of oscillation ν G of gravitational field by dependence (18) has been obtained for the first time [8] and brings radical changes into the idea about its parameters and, finally, into the level of scientific cognition that conforms to all signs of scientific discovery [11] .
The fifth scientific discovery, used in this paper, is a strict definition of the parameters of the gravitational field that follow from its oscillation ν G .
On the basis of the found value of the oscillation ν G = ν p (20), it is possible to determine all other wave parameters of the gravitational field, including the following basic ones:
1.
Period T G oscillation of wave the gravitational field: 
The wavelength of the oscillation λ G , gravitational field: 
5.
Mass equivalent m G of the wave energy of the gravitational field E G , or its energy mass, which in the framework of Einstein's law E = mc 2 on the connection of total energy and mass [1] , amounts to: 
The connection found between the mass (23) and the wave parameters of the gravitational field is an additional proof of the correctness of all the scientific propositions advanced above, since without the presence of mass, the gravitational field does not exist. In this case, the values of the energy (22) and the mass equivalent (23) refer to the entire front of the spherical wave of the gravitational field, which is confirmed by the first scientific discovery made in [5, 6] .
Reliability of scientific statements put forward above field (18)…(22) and substance (23) parameters of gravitational field obtained on their basic is confirmed by:
1) size-mass parameters of gravitational field by the low of Heisenberg's law of in definability of imputes (25) [1, 2] for velocity υ G wave gravitational field (24), which within the accuracy of the values included in it tends to the velocity of light c (9): 
2) oscillation-mass parameters of gravitational field by de Broil [1, 2] wave (26) if Plank's energy of gravitational field radiation (21) connected with full Plank's energy E G = hν p and by Einstein's law E G = m G c 2 [1, 2] of mass its component substance obtained of the connection of mass and energy:
( ) 2  8  9  2  42  1  34 5.45560 10 0.299792458 10 7.39995 10 ( ) ( ). 6.626070040 10 ( )
Values (24)...(26) obtained on the basis of repeatedly approved reliably physical laws allow to maintain that field structure with Planck's mass (23) and wave parameters (18)...(22) of minimum possible in the Universe [5, 13] length of the wave λ G and maximum possible wave oscillation ν G is gravitational field, quant of space composing it having sizes (11) being domains of the environment of gravitational field which because of their very small size-mass parameters can be named graviton, by analogy with neutrino, its help talking this parameters.
UNIFICATION OF GRAVITATIONAL FIELD WITH ELECTRO-MAGNETIC FIELD
The complexity of unifying gravitational and electromagnetic fields being so difficult problem to solve can explained by the fact that till now their wave parameters were not Known, that's why it was not clear what and how can unified. The wave parameters of the gravitational field (18) ... (22) found in this paper create such an opportunity, which provides in this paper the principle of solving the problem of uniting fields on the basis of the transformed this parameters movement from the gravitational field to electromagnetic one.
The 6th scientific discovery used in this work is the justification of uniting the gravitational and electromagnetic fields according to their parameters.
Analysis of the dependence (18) showed that it simultaneously includes 3 types of fundamental physical constants related to 1) the total energy of substance (c), 2) the thermal radiation (h), 3) the gravitational interaction (G), which allows us to refer the frequency ν G to other physical fields, including the frequency of the United Field of the Universe.
Taking into account the obtained wave characteristics (18)....(22) it can be strictly maintained that gravitational field can only by unified with electromagnetic field having the same wave characteristics. Thus, It can be summed up that unification of given fields is possible only on Plank's level material world. This conclusion is confirmed:
indirectly by numerical equality of the values of wave (22), of Plank's dynamic (27) and potential (28) energies of substance gravitation field within the framed of the laws known [1, 2] for their definition:
( ) 2 2 8 9 9
5.45560 10 0.299792458 10 4.90326 10 ( ), 
strictly by common for all these energies functional dependency (30) obtained by substituting in dependences (22), (27), (28) for dependences (18), (13) , (11) , (12) for Plank's parameters ν p = ν G , m p = m G, l p = λ G , t p = T G which make them up. 6.626070040 10 ( ) 0.299792458 10 4.90326 10 ( ). 6.67408 10
strictly -by a general theoretical test of the results based on the dependencies: 7,39995 10 4,05126 10 ( ) 0,2997912 10 0,299792458 10 .
In this case, the found wave parameters of the gravitational field (14) -(18) can also be regarded as the wave parameters of a constant electric current and a constant magnetic field, since their "constancy" is apparent and is due only to the sensitivity of measurements of modern measuring instruments.
Within the frames of the analogies of gravitational and electromagnetic fields basing on the obtained wave parameters (18)…(22) it can be possible to define all other wave characteristics of gravitational field and to evaluate the possibility of interactions with other objects and fields of material world that allows to deepen and widen the knowledge of the Universe.
Experimental proof of gravitational and electromagnetic fields unification is the hovering of ring superconductor (figure 2) where direct current. Is induced resulting in the appearance of the a genetic field with oscillation and amplitude of oscillation the same in size but opposite in phase of oscillation and amplitude of gravitational field oscillation (other wave there wouldn't be the effect of hovering). Since dependence (18) implies that for the gravitational field ν G = const, then for all other wave parameters, except for Planck's λ G , uniting the gravitational and electromagnetic fields is impossible (Fig. 2) .
Thus, the possibility of uniting the electromagnetic and gravitational fields on the basis of the principle of transformations from the parameters gravitational field is strictly confirmed.
The main results of this scientific work were presented and recommended for publication on 2-th International Conference on Quantum Physics and Quantum Technology, Berlin, Germany, [15] and 3-th International Conference on Theoretical and Condensed Matter Physics in New York, USA [16],
CONCLUSION
A fundamentally new method for determining the wave and real parameters of the gravitational and the Unified fields is proposed on the basis of the fundamental physical constants G, c, h. New physical dependencies, laws and regularities strictly follow from earlier known physical laws and regularities and do not contradict them.Strictly obtained frequencies ν G gravitational field from dependency (18) was obtained for the first time, and wave parameters connected with it were obtained for the first time in the paper [5, 8] , which bring radical changes into the notion about its parameters and in the end into the general level of scientific cognition that's why it meets all the requirements of scientific discovery [11] .A rigorous determination of the frequency ν G of the gravitational field by the dependence (18) showed that it is a fundamental physical constant that is even more significant for the Universe than the fundamental physical constants G, c, h, since in different measurement systems they take different values, and their aggregate compensates for mutual changes in their dimensionality, making the final value of ν G a constant value for the entire Universe. Strictly substantiation of gravitational and electromagnetic fields unification was obtained for the first time in the paper [8] and more precise definition was given by the dependencies (26)…(30) which bring radical changes into the general level of scientific cognition that it also meets all requirements of scientific discovery [11] . Strictly constancy of the oscillation of the waves of gravitational field ν G = const (18), excludes the possibility of the unification of gravitational and electromagnetic fields on other levels except Plank's ones with wave length λ p = λ G and oscillation ν p = ν G , which is confirmed by the found regularity (30)
